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Background
The Ranstad mill was erected 1962 – 1965 with the purpose to process the uranium bearing
alum shale of the nearby Ranstad mine at the mountain Billingen. A total of 200 tons of
Uranium was produced 1965 – 1969. Due to low uranium prices on the world market, the
operation stopped in 1969. There were unrealised plans to restart the production in the 1970s.
The restoration of the uranium mine is completed but the mill has been in a mixture of service
operation and decommissioning during the last decades except for parts of the facility where
Ranstad Mineral AB has recovered uranium from process wastes from nuclear fuel factories.
Due to authority requirements a first version of the plan for decommissioning and clearance
of the facility and demolition of some of the buildings was issued in mid 2009 and the first
part of the radiological survey project was started in the fall the same year.
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The facility in Ranstad during the time of operation 1965-1969

Planning of the survey
The aim of the survey was to increase the knowledge about the radiological status of the
buildings, remaining installations and equipment. The measurement results and the
conclusions of the survey were intended to be a base for the continued decommissioning
planning and the discussions with the authorities regarding the conditions for clearance of
materials and buildings.

Before the start of the survey a first version of the decommissioning plan was issued. This
report was based on the historical operations in each building, previous reports, interviews
and observations. In the decommissioning report the different buildings were classified based
on risk for contamination. This preliminary classification was done in three levels (no risk,
minor risk and risk) for radiological contamination. The amount of measurements in the first
phase of the survey was set based upon this risk classification.

Figure 2 Classification based on risk for radiological contamination

Measurement program
The measurement program contained systematic measurements, complementary scanning and
sampling.
The systematic measurements consisted of measurements in squares with 8x4 measurements
with scintillation detector and a smear test in each square, smear tests in ventilation and drain
systems. The amounts of measurements were based on the initial risk categorisation.
Complementary scanning of total activity and loose contamination was done on horizontal
surfaces, installations and loose equipment.
Sampling for nuclide specific laboratory analysis was done on different type of materials,
water in basins, sludges etc.
In a few areas the depth of contamination were measured by grinding off the surface until
back ground levels was reached to get an indication of the deep of the contamination in the
building material. Also visual observations of floors, basin walls etc. for cracks and other
potential sources for embedded contamination in the building material was performed.

The measurement programme covered
- 13 buildings
- 510 rooms
- 2748 walls
- 241 800 pulse rate measurements
- 8 000 smear test samples
A percentage of the systematic measurements were repeated in line with the quality assurance
program for the campaign.
All data from the measurement devices used for the systematic measurements were
transferred directly from the measurement devices to the database Svala, each with a unique
identification to guarantee the traceability and also give the opportunity to recalculate and
further evaluate the results in the evaluation process.

Results
The more than 250 000 measurements of the radiological survey have been analysed and
presented in different forms to fulfil the needs in the decommissioning planning process.

Figure 3 Results from the measured total beta/gamma activity in the administration/laboratory
building

Among others, the performed survey has following results:
-

With a few exceptions the radioactivity measurements are at background levels or
slightly above. The number of hot spots is very limited.

-

The nuclide specific results for material samples from most buildings indicated trace
or presence of natural uranium in equilibrium with the daughter nuclides. Traces of

uranium were measured also in the surroundings to the Ranstad mill which confirms
that contamination could occur without connection to the operations at the site in this
area.
-

The highest activity concentrations were found in the building for the leaching
process.

-

In the building for crushing and milling of the alum shale the highest activity was
measured in that part of the building were the material had been handled wet.
Increased activity concentrations were observed also on old process equipment.

-

In the leaching process building uranium not in equilibrium with the daughters was
found including low enriched uranium as well as traces of artificial nuclides.
In many of the office and sanitary areas in the different buildings the measurement
results were influenced by the presence of blue porous concrete in the building
material. Blue porous concrete can have significant uranium content (in the magnitude
of 100 ppm).

-

The depth of the contamination is in general very small. Exception could be were
cracks have been observed, in porous material and in areas where water could have
penetrated the building structures

Figure 4 Measured beta-activity in the building for crushing and milling the alum shale

Conclusions
-

The radiological survey and the mapping of hazardous waste confirmed to a large
extent the initial risk categorisation. With a few exceptions the contamination and
amount of hazardous waste is less than expected.

-

The evaluation of the radiological survey highlighted that the clearance levels used
with in the nuclear sector not are applicable for a milling and uranium extraction plant.

-

Clearance measurements are more complicated at a plant handling naturally occurring
nuclides and especially when the site more or less is located on top of a uranium mine.

